
The Latest from the JGHV Director of Testing 

Dear friends of German hunting dogs. In these times of the Corona 

pandemic, the JGHV must do everything possible to ensure that the 

association tests of the JGHV can be carried out according to the wishes 

of the dog handlers and the association judges. Now everybody would 

like to have their own preferred solutions. Ladies and gentlemen. In 

these times too, nothing will change in the contents/requirements of a 

PO (Prüfungsordnung / Test Regulations), because our goal is to provide 

hunters with a recognized, functional hunting dog and nothing has 

changed in this respect. Real hunting sets the tone and not we with our 

own ideas about hunting/tests. The hunt determines the 

requirements/conditions for the use of our hunting dogs. 

Corona has changed the world; Corona has changed us humans. Many 

people simply believe that Corona has now also suspended our test 

regulations, changed the content of our tests, or changed the way tests 

are conducted. Of course, our tests will be a bit different than before, but 

please, the test content remains the same as it was originally 

determined. 

We have an obligation to hunt our game in a way that is compatible with 

the welfare of our animals. This includes the well trained hunting dog. 

Everything else damages the reputation of the hunt: I quote Mr. Walch: 

"We get the receipt; our game pays the bill.” Here I would like to address 

our association judges in particular. Please refer to the test regulations of 

the JGHV / its member clubs or the test regulations of the German 

federal states, which apply on the respective test day. We have an 

obligation to conduct the JGHV tests, as well as the utility tests of the 

federal states, precisely following the specifications of the respective PO 

of the individual federal states / state hunting associations. If different 

regulations / rules of implementation, test contents and standards of 

evaluation apply in these areas, then we must comply with them and act 

accordingly. If the regulations of the PO of the federal states require 

independent retrieving without any intervention in case of wrong 

behavior, then we have to judge in the same way and not according to 

the motto, “It is only a state utility test.” We association judges of the 

JGHV are at the disposal of the hunting associations of the federal states 

in the execution of their tests and therefore have the duty to enforce their 
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requirements of the PO, even if some dog handlers do not like it or some 

dogs do not pass the test. 

Allow me to make a brief but important comment concerning all of the 

tests. Currently there are a lot of additional inquiries about every 

question that appears in Der Jagdgebrauchshund, with a reference to 

judging similar to actual hunting, and there are a lot of people talking 

about it. Yes, ladies and gentlemen. I myself have written this several 

times and also mentioned it at judge's training seminars and encouraged 

judging in a manner similar to hunting, but everything has its limits. 

Whoever requires judging similar to real hunting should also handle 

similar to actual hunting. They should consider how sterile and 

sometimes even alien to hunting our tests really are. Take the drags, for 

example. A clean start, exact compliance with the length / spacing of 

each drag, the drag puller has to hide correctly, other 

dogs/judges/spectators far away from the action, absolute silence, the 

placed animal must not lie in a depression, etc. But hunting has other 

rules. No pheasant, rabbit or fox that has been shot at and can still 

escape dies in the middle of a field, but seeks cover immediately and 

pushes itself as deeply as possible into the undergrowth/old 

grass/blackberries, etc. With very few searches on dead feathered game, 

is the picking up of the game visible, and only few foxes hold their ideal-

weight (3,5 kg) when well fed. Only very few ducks lie exactly opposite 

the starting point when searching for lost game. On only few hunting 

days in November/December is the water at the dream temperature, only 

few searches for lost game (blood tracking) after a driven hunt meet the 

requirements of a PO but turn out to be significantly more difficult. The 

game does not keep the minimum distance to the next track, also the 

length of the flight after the shot is not determined by a regulation. In 

other words: Judging similar to actual hunting, yes, but not at any price 

and then it must also be in line with hunting practice. Whoever makes 

demands in this area should / must know the everyday reality of hunting, 

but this is exactly where our problem lies. No experience, handling their 

first dog, PO already opened, wearing the finest hunting gear, and 

demanding judging similar to real hunting. But how is similar to hunting to 

be understood if a handler with a hunting license cannot even take a live 

duck from the dog, let alone talk about how to dispatch a live duck like 

this in an ethical and humane manner. But I must also say that even 
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among our old hands there are judges who apply double standards. As 

association judges they are downright petty but as dog handlers they 

demand every advantage in the world and they insist on judging close to 

actual hunting practice in every piece of work. Let us all think about the 

meaning and purpose of our tests when organizing / handling and 

judging them. The game must never pay the bill, our game must never 

suffer. Only the suitable and legally recognized hunting dog (hunting dog 

breed) and correctly trained dog meets the requirements of hunting 

practice. This means that we must also correctly judge in accordance 

with the respective PO and only issue the appropriate certificate to those 

dogs that meet the requirements of the hunt. Even if some handlers may 

not like it and are subsequently not positive / friendly towards the testing 

system of the JGHV / the federal states, only the competent dog may be 

used for hunting. Everything else will one day become a problem for us 

again. Our hunting opponents from the political / social world and the 

self-proclaimed animal rights activists are waiting for any misplayed 

balls. 

Josef Westermann 
Director of Testing 
Jagdgebrauchshundverband e.V. (JGHV) 
 
 
 
(translation by Ken Bremer) 
 


